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Earth leakage protecton

Commonly known as RCDs (Residual Current Devices), ELCBs (Earth Leakage CircuitBreakers), 

CBRs (Core Balance Relays) or GFIs (Ground Fault Interrupts) earth leakage

devices are a crucial component in your electrical safety scheme.

Electrical circuit breaker is a one kind of switching device which can be actvated automatcally 

as well as manually to control and protect an electrical power system respectvely.  s the 

current power system deals with vast currents, the special notce should be given throughout 

designing of circuit breaker to secure break of arc produced during the process of the circuit 

breaker. This was the fundamental defniton of circuit breakers. These have been divided into a

various types based on special categories they have been subdivided into.

Difference Beteeen MCB anc MCCB,B ELCB,B RCCB

The diferent circuit breakers and diference between MCB and MCCB, ELCB and RCCB are 

discussed below.

MCB-Miniature Circuit Breaker

MCB is an electromechanical device which guards an electrical circuit from an over current, that

may efect from short circuit, overload or imperfect design. This is a beter opton to a Fuse 

since it doesn’t require alternate once an overload is identfed.  n MCB can be simply 

rearranged and thus gives a beter operatonal protecton and greater handiness without 

incurring huge operatng cost. The operatng principle of MCB is simple.

 n MCB functon by interruptng the stability of electrical fow through the circuit once an error 

is detected. In simple conditons this circuit breaker is a switch which routnely turns of when 

the current fows through it and passes the maximum acceptable limit. Generally, these are 

designed to guard against over current and overheatng.



  

MCCB-Molcec Case Circuit Breaker

The MCCB is used to control electric energy in distributon n/k and is having short circuit and 

overload protecton. This circuit Breaker is an electromechanical device which guards a circuit 

from short circuit and over current. They ofer short circuit and over current protecton for 

circuits ranges from 63  mps-3000  mps. The primary functons of MCCB is to give a means to 

manually open a circuit, automatcally open a circuit under short circuit or overload conditons. 

In an electrical circuit, the over current may result faulty design

The MCCB is an opton to a fuse since it doesn’t need an alternate once an overload is notced. 

Unlike a fuse, this circuit breaker can be simply reset afer a mistake and ofers enhanced 

operator safety and ease without acquiring operatng cost. Generally, these circuits have 

thermal current for over current and the magnetc element for short circuit release to work 

faster.

ELCB -Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker

The ELCB is used to protect the circuit from the electrical leakage. When someone gets an 

electric shock, then this circuit breaker cuts of the power at the tme of 0.1 secs for protectng 

the personal safety and avoiding the gear from the circuit against short circuit and overload.

ELCB is a security device used in electrical system with high Earth impedance to avoid shock. It 

notces small stray voltages on the metal felds of electrical gear, and interrupt the circuit if an 

unsafe voltage is detected. The main principle of Earth leakage protectors is to stop injury to 

humans and nature due to electric shock.

This circuit breaker is a specialized kind of latching relay that has structures incoming mains 

power connected through its switching contacts so that this circuit breaker disconnects the 

power supply in an unsafe conditon.

RCCB (Resicual Current Circuit Breaker)

  RCCB is an essental current sensing equipment used to guard a low voltage circuit from the 

fault. It comprises of a switch device used to turn of the circuit when a fault occurs in the 

circuit. RCCB is aimed at guarding a person from the electrical shocks. Fires and electrocuton 

are caused due to the wrong wiring or any earth faults. This type of circuit breaker is used in 

situatons where there is a sudden shock or fault happening in the circuit.


